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A submodular (and non-decreasing) function on a set induces an independence 
structure; the notion of a “balanced” set in this situation helps us determine 
whether a given independence structure is induced by any submodular function 
other than its own rank function, answering a question of U. S. R. Murty and 1. 
Simon. The notion “balanced” also has a natural meaning when one independence 
structure is induced from another across a bipartite graph. 
We recall some standard definitions. 
DEFINITION. An independence space (E, 8) is a set E and an indepen- 
dence structure 8, which is a non-empty collection of subsets of E, called the 
independent sets, satisfying axioms 
I(1) ifACBE8thenAE8; 
I(2) if A and B are finite independent sets and JA 1 < / BI, then there is 
asetB’EBsuchthatAGB’cAUBandIB’)=IBI; 
I(3) if every finite subset of a set A is independent, then A is 
independent. 
For A c E, a basis of A is a maximal independent subset of A. All bases of A 
have the same cardinality, called the rank of A, denoted p(A); their inter- 
section is the set of coloops of A. Every independent set is contained in a 
basis, by I(3) and Zorn’s Lemma. In this paper we will not distinguish 
between infinite cardinals, so pA E N U { 03 }. Thus, writing B C A to mean 
B G A and B is finite, we have (A ( = sup{ /B I: B g A ). A dependent set is one 
which is not independent, and a circuit is a minimal dependent set. Again by 
I(3), every dependent set contains a circuit, and circuits are finite. An 
element b depends on a set A (b 1 A) if p(A’ U (b}) =p(A’) for some finite 
subset of A. [In this case, p(A U {b}) =&A).] Then the span, IA], of A is the 
set of elements depending on A; such a set is called a flat, and an inter- 
section of flats is a flat. Also, B depends on A (B /A) if B c [A]. For further 
details see, for example, [4 1 or [ 7 1. 
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DEFINITION [ 61. A submodular function ~1 on the set E is a function 
ill:, b(E) + N U (co), satisfying R(0) to R(2). 
R(O) ~(0) = 0; 
R(1) ifA~B~E,~uA<~B; 
R(2) if A, B E E, ,u(A U B) + ,u(A n B) < ,uA + ,uB (submodular 
inequality). 
Further axioms of interest are 
R(3) ifAsE,,uA<IA/; 
R(4) if A s E, ,aA = sup{@: B @A} & is continuous from below). 
In view of R(l), R(4) is equivalent to the condition that if ,uA > n then there 
is a B c A such that ,uB > n. Clearly, if p satisfies R(0) to R(2), then there is 
a unique function v, agreeing with p on finite sets, and satisfying R(0) to 
R(2) and R(4). Note that contrary definitions of submodular function have 
been given elsewhere. The following results are well known. 
LEMMA 0 (i) (Ingleton [ 31). A function p: .9(E) + Iv u (00 ) is the rank 
function of an independence space (E, 8) if and only ifp satisfies R(0) to 
R(4), and then 8 = (Fc E: pG = IG/ for all G @ F}. 
(ii) (Pym and Perfect [6]). Zf ,u is a submodufar function on E 
satisfJ>ing R(4), then p, given by p(F) = min(pG + iE’\Gl: G c F}, is a 
submodular function satisfying R(3); ,u induces on E the independence 
structure P = (F C E: pH > 1 HI f or all H @ F), whose rank function is p. 1 
In the context of a fixed independence space P, where we look at the 
submodular functions which induce 8, we thus have: the submodular 
function p on E induces 8 if and only if 
(i) pF > pF for all F c E, and 
(ii) PC = pC for each circuit C of P. 
Throughout this paper, (E, 8) will denote an independence space with rank 
function p. and unless otherwise stated, p will be a submodular function on 
E, satisfying R(4). inducing 8. We start with some results relating to this 
situation. 
THEOREM 1. For A,BcE, ,uA-pA+,uB-pB>p(AUB)--p(AUB) 
(i.e., ,u -~ p is subadditive). 
Proof: Let C E A U B such that p(A U B) =pC + i(A U B)\Cl. Then 
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PA +,d -P(A UB) +p(A UB) 
=pC+pA +/a-P(AuB)+I(AuB)\CI 
>p(CnA) +p(CuA) +puB -p(A us) + IA\Cl + IB\(A uC>l 
Iby R(2) for ~1 
~~u(cnA)+IA\CI+~u(~n(CuA))+IB\(~uC)I 
by R(2) for PI 
>PA +PB [by the formula for p in Lemma O(ii)]. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let G 2 H, both offinite rank. Let pG = ,uG’ + I G\G’ I and 
pH = ,uH’ + IH\H’ I (G’ G G and H’ s H). Then pG = p(G’ U H’) + 
1 G\(G’ u H’)J and pH =p(G’ n H’) + [H\(G’ n H’)I. 
Proof: 
pG=,uG’+IG\G’I<,u(G’uH’)+IG\(G’uH’)I 
and 
pH = pH’ + IH\H’ I< p(G’ n H’) + I H\(G’ n H/)1. 
Add these to get ,uG’ +,uH’ <,u(G’ U H’) +,u(G’ n H’). But by R(2) for p, 
there is equality here and so also in the first two lines of the proof, as 
required. 1 
A result related to the last Theorem appears in 161, in the proof of 
Lemma 3.8. 
THEOREM 3. For A SE, ,uA =p([A]). 
ProoJ Let e E [A)\P. Let e E CC A U e, where C is a circuit of B and 
so ,uC = pC < p(C\e). Thus, as PC + ,uA > ,u(C\e) + ,u(A U e), ,uA = ,u(A U e). 
The result follows directly if [A ]\p is finite, and by R(4) for ,D otherwise. 1 
DEFINITION. A finite set A E E is ,u-balanced if ,uA = PA. An infinite set 
A g E is ,u-balanced if it is a union of finite ,u-balanced sets. 
Note that Corollary 6 will show that the condition pA = pA characterizes 
p-balanced sets among all sets of finite rank. 
PROPOSITION 4. LetpG< co andHzG. ThenpG=,uH+/G\HI ifand 
only if H is p-balanced and G\H consists of coloops of G. 
ProoJ We have pG < pH + 1 G\H I < ,uH + ) G\H I; the first inequality is 
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an equality if and only if G\H consists of coloops of G, and the second if 
and only if H is p-balanced. I 
The remarks following Lemma 0 show that the circuits of 8 are p- 
balanced for every submodular function p inducing Y; the following result 
will enable us to say this of a wider class of subsets of E. 
THEOREM 5. For any submodular function p inducing P, 
(i) circuits of 8 are p-balanced, 
(ii) a union of p-balanced sets is p-balanced, 
(iii) for A z E, A is p-balanced e (A 1 is pbalanced. and 
(iv) if A U B E P and A and B are p-balanced. then A f’B is p- 
balanced. 
Proof. (i) has just been discussed. For (ii), let A = Uic, Ai, with each A, 
p-balanced. If A is infinite, then clearly it is p-balanced. Let A be finite; then 
we may take I to be finite. Then, by Theorem 1, & - p)A < 
)-&u - p) A; = 0. and A is p-balanced. (The result can also be shown from 
Theorem 2.) 
(iii) The forward implication follows from (ii) and (i) since [A 1 is the 
union of A and some circuits. The reverse implication follows easily from 
Theorem 3 when A is finite; for general A let a E A, with a E B CZ [A ) where 
B is p-balanced. Let A’ c A, minimal such that B / A’. Then B U A’ is finite 
and ,u-balanced, being a union of B and some circuits of the form A” U (b) 
with A”gA and bEB\P. Hence p(A’Ua)<p(A’UB)=p(A’UB)=: 
p(A ’ U a) and so A’ U a is finite and p-balanced. Thus A is a union of finite 
p-balanced sets and so is p-balanced. 
(iv) Clearly A n B is a union of sets of the form A’ n B’, where 
A’ K A, B’ @ B, A’ V B’ E 6? and A’ and B’ (and hence A’ U B’) are ,u- 
balanced. Then 
by R(2) for ,u. Thus A’ n B’ is p-balanced. and the result follows from 
(ii). 1 
COROLLARY 6. If pA < co then A is p-balanced if and only if pA = pA. 
Proof. Let B be a (finite) basis of A; since pB = pA and, by Theorem 3. 
pB = ,uA, ,uA = pA o ,uB = pB o B is p-balanced e A is p-balanced Iby 
Theorem S(iii)l. [ 
We now consider which subsets of E are p-balanced for every submodular 
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function inducing 8. We start with those which are shown to be so by 
Theorem 5. 
DEFINITION. Among the subsets of E we call certain distinguished 
subsets balanced. The system of balanced sets is the minimal system which 
satisfies the following requirements: 
(i) circuits of B are balanced, 
(ii) a union of balanced sets is balanced, 
(iii) a set whose span is balanced is balanced, and 
(iv) if A U B E 8 and A, B are balanced then so is A f7 B. 
Note that (i) and (ii) imply that the span of a balanced set is balanced. The 
following theorem will explain the choice of terminology; note that the 
notion of a “balanced set” as defined in [ l] corresponds to that of a p- 
balanced set of finite rank here. 
THEOREM 1. A subset of E is balanced if and only ifit is p-balanced for 
every submodular function p which induces 8’ on E. 
Proof: The forward implication follows from Theorem 5. Suppose FL E 
is not balanced; since a union of balanced sets is balanced, there exists e E F 
such that e is not in a balanced subset of F. Define p: B(E) -+ N U ( 03 } by 
pA =pA + 1 if e E A but e is not in a balanced subset of A, and 
,uA =pA otherwise. 
Clearly p satisfies R(0) and R(4), as does p. Clearly, also, ,aA >pA for 
A G E and pC =pC for each circuit C, since circuits are balanced. It remains 
to show that p satisfies R(1) and R(2). 
R( 1): Suppose A s B and ,aA > ,uB. Then, since pA < pB, pA = pB = 
,uB < co and ,aA = pA + 1, which implies that e E A and e E B’ L B, where 
B’ is balanced. So B’ ?Z A. But as pA =pB < 00, B G [A]; let A’ be a 
minimal subset of A spanning B’. Then A’ U B’ is balanced (being the union 
of B’ and some circuits), and so [A’ u B’] (= [A’ ue]) and A’ Ue are 
balanced. This contradicts pA = pA + 1. 
R(2): to show that, for A, B s E with ,aA,pB < a~, ,aA + pB > 
,u(A U B) +,a(A f-l B), we use the corresponding inequality for p. If 
p(AUB)=p(AUB)+ 1, then either ,aA=pA+ 1 or ,uB=pB+ 1, and if 
e E A f7 B then both of these hold. The difficult case then is where ,uA = PA, 
,uB=pB, pA+pB=p(AnB)+p(AUB) and eEAnB. Let eEA’&A 
and e E B’ G B, where A’ and B’ are balanced. If (e) 6? B then (e) is 
balanced and ,u(A n B) = p(A n B); otherwise let D be a basis of A n B 
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containing e and let A”, B” be bases of A and B, respectively, containing D. 
Now lA”UB”I=IA”I+lB”I-IDI=pA+pB-p(AnB)=p(AuB) and 
so A” U B” E 8. Let A”’ g A” be minimal spanning A’, so A”’ U A’ (the 
union of A’ and some circuits) and A”’ are balanced; let B”’ be defined 
correspondingly. Now e E A”’ n B”‘; as A “’ U B”’ E P and A “’ and B “’ are 
balanced, A “’ n B”’ is balanced and p(A f’ B) =p(A n B). Thus the 
inequality holds. 
Hence p is a submodular function [satisfying R(4)] inducing (c on E. 
Suppose F is p-balanced; then there exists a finite p-balanced subset F’ of F 
containing e. Then pF’ =,uF’ and so F’ contains a balanced set containing e. 
contrary to our choice of e above. Thus F is not p-balanced, as required. 1 
Murty and Simon [ 5 1 ask which independence spaces (E. a) are induced 
by no submodular function other than their rank function, By Theorem 7, an 
answer is those in which all sets are balanced. To simplify this, however, we 
note that (as they remark) p = p if ,u = p on each singleton, and the collection 
of singleton balanced sets can be found by referring only to (i), (iii) and (iv) 
of the definition of a balanced set. 
A natural conjecture is that for a coloop-free independence space there is a 
unique maximal submodular function inducing it. This is. however, false. 
EXAMPLE. Let E = (I, 2,..., 11) and let P be of rank 5, with circuits of 
lowerrank(l,2,5,6,7},{1,2,8,9,10}and(1,3,4,1l}.Itcanbechecked 
that the only balanced sets of rank less than 5 are these circuits and their 
bases. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 7, there are submodular functions 
~,and~,inducingBwith~,({1})=2(usinge=l)and~u,({l,2,3.4})=5 
(using e = 2). If there is a submodular function p inducing P such that 
P >P, and p >puz, then 
But, as { 1. 3,4} is balanced, ,D(( 1, 3, 4}) = 3; as (1, 2, 5. 6), (1. 2, 8, 9} and 
( 1. 2. 5, 6, 8, 9} are balanced. 
giving ,D(( 1, 3, 4}) +,u(( 1, 2})< 6, a contradiction. fl 
The next result gives another construction for a submodular function ,U 
which induces B and is frequently different from p. 
THEOREM 8. Let 8’ be coloop-free. Let Z = (unions of intersections of 
fully-dependent flats} and .Y = {flats of F}. For A c: E, define A * = 
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(-)(HEsYn.F:H2A} and ,uA =pA*. Then p is submodular, satisfies 
R(4) and induces 8. 
Proof. Clearly z is closed under the operations of takingtlqions, inter- 
sections and closures of its members, and jT is closed under intersections. 
Thus each A * is in RnjT. Clearly p satisfies R(0); as A E B => A * E B* ti 
pA* <pB* +,aA <,uB, p satisfies R(1). For A, BGE, 
/IA +,uB =pA* +pB* 
>p([A*UB*])+p(A*nB*) 
=p([A*uB*])+p(A*nB*) 
(as [A*uB*] and A*nB* are in3’nST) 
>p(AUB)+p(AnB). 
Thus p satisfies R(2). To show R(4), let ,uA (=pA*) > n. Let B be a basis of 
A; then B * = A * and so ,uB = ,uA > n. If B is infinite, let B’ @ B such that 
1 B’I > n, and then pB’ >pB’ > n, as required. For A c E, ,uA > pA * >pA, 
and for a circuit C, C c C* g [C] and so ,& = pC* = PC. Thus the result 
follows. I 
We finish by relating the concept “balanced” to the situation where one 
independence space is induced from another across a bipartite graph. Let 
(E, A, Z) be a deltoid, that is, (E U I, A) is a bipartite graph (with parts E and 
I). For F s E, write A(F) for {i E I: (f, i) E A for somefE F} [and similarly 
A(J) for .ZsZ] andfoi for (f,i)EA. Write FttJ (FLE,JLZ) to mean 
that there exists a bijection 0: F+ J with f ++ 0(f) for eachfE F; we call 19 a 
linking. Let Sr be an independence structure on I, with rank function u, such 
that each a(A(e)) (e E E) is finite. Then p, given by ,uF = o(A(F)), is a 
submodular function satisfying R(4) which induces an independence 
structure 8; by a result due to Mason (see [4, Corollary 6.2.6]), B = 
(F c E: F H J for some J E ,F). In the special case where ,Y is the universal 
structure (all sets independent) 8 is a transversal structure, and some 
stronger results on finite rank p-balanced sets are available (see [ 1, 21, in 
which these sets are termed “balanced”). 
In [2], a set was defined to be “balanced (with respect to A and X)” if it 
satisfied the second equivalent condition of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. F c E is p-balanced if and only if, for every g-basis G of F 
and every set JEST such that G t) J, A(F) depends (in ST) on J. 
ProoJ Let F be ,u-balanced and G be a basis of F, with 8: G tf J E jr. 
Let f E F and f ct i; let f E F’ @ F where F’ is p-balanced, and let G’ E G be 
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minimal spanning F’. Thus G’ U F’ is finite and p-balanced (being the union 
of F’ and some circuits) and so 
a(A(G’ u F’)) = p(G’ u F’) = 1 G’ 1 = / e(G’)l = a(0(G’)) 
Isince B(G) =.I EF] and so A(G’ U I;‘) I&G’) (in F) and so ii J. Thus 
A(F) / J as required. 
Suppose conversely that the second condition for F holds. Let g E F be 
given. If (g} 4 B then clearly (g} is p-balanced; otherwise let g E G CI F, G 
some basis of F. Let G ++ J be a linking of G to J E .F in which g f-$ j. Let 
.F’ be the contraction of ,Y to Q (i.e., for KC I, K E. T’ if and only if 
j@ K and K UjE .F), with rank function (J’. Let F’ be the independence 
structure on E induced by ,u’ = a’d. Then G\g E 8’, but by our supposition. 
G 6Z F”; thus there is a circuit C of W’ such that g E C s G. Hence 
a’(A(C)) = ICI - 1, and so, as j E A(C), o(A(C)) = ICI =p(C) and C is ,u- 
balanced. Thus F is a union of p-balanced sets and so is p-balanced. I 
Note that if, for some g-basis G of F, A(F) 1 J for every linking 
G ++ JE.F. then F is p-balanced; for by the theorem G is p-balanced and 
then by Theorem S(iii) F is p-balanced. 
We now briefly consider transversal structures. In contrast to the false 
conjecture preceding Theorem 8, it is well known that a coloop-free 
transversal space has a unique maximal presentation. That is, B is induced 
by the submodular function ,uF = /A(F and A is maximal in the sense that 
no further edges can be added to A without changing 8. It is natural to make 
a conjecture corresponding to Theorem 7, that if F is /A(.)/-balanced for 
every A such that IA(.)l d in uces 8, then F is balanced. This conjecture is. 
however, false. 
EXAMPLE. Let E = (0, l,..., 9) and let B be of rank 4, with circuits of 
lower rank (0, 1,2,3}, (0,4,5,6) and (0, 7, 8, 9 }. This is a transversal 
space, with unique maximal presentation I = (i, j, k, I} and A(i) = E, A(j) = 
( 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6), A(k) = (1, 2, 3, 7,8, 9) and A(I) = (4, 5, 6, 7,s. 9). Then 
/A(O)1 = 1 for this A and hence for every other A such that /A(.)1 induces %. 
However, it is easy to check that the only balanced sets of rank less than 4 
are the circuits mentioned above and their bases. i 
Nole Added in Manuscript. I have discovered that Roger Duke has also answered the 
question of Murty and Simon, some years ago, obtaining essentially the same answer. but 
working in terms of modular cuts. He has not published the result but it appears in his Ph.D. 
thesis (Open University), which also contains an example similar to the one preceding 
Theorem 8. 
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